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Comparatively, moving object, such as a moving could require high loading on the working memory [11-15]. of distraction [7] and aging-related decline of working memory [10]. by the errorless motor training could be utilized to reduce the impact integrating sensory information and optimizing the perceptual process practice, errorless learners are believed to have better ability in cognitive demands. Due to the lower cognitive demands for movement errorless learners could practice the motor task with relatively lower hypothesis-testing [1] due to its effect of minimizing movement errors. The underlying mechanism was found to be related to the nature of errorless motor training in inhibiting the explicit hypothesis-testing processes, due to the minimized movement errors, so that the working memory would be more available for motor control. More specifically, errorless motor training could reduce the involvement of working memory by minimizing movement errors during training. Therefore, the motor performance could be improved because of less hypothesis-testing [1,5,6]. The reduced cognitive loading on the working memory for motor control could decrease the conscious awareness of explicit knowledge about different movement components during movement execution, and consequently prevent the motor skill breakdown [1,7].

As discussed above, errorless motor training could decrease hypothesis-testing [1] due to its effect of minimizing movement errors with low cognitive loading during movement practice [8,9]. Therefore, errorless learners could practice the motor task with relatively lower cognitive demands. Due to the lower cognitive demands for movement practice, errorless learners are believed to have better ability in integrating sensory information and optimizing the perceptual process [4]. Cognitive resources in the working memory that can be released by the errorless motor training could be utilized to reduce the impact of distraction [7] and aging-related decline of working memory [10].

Visual selective attention on a specific target with consciousness could require high loading on the working memory [11-15]. Comparatively, moving object, such as a moving computer mouse cursor during goal-directed reaching, should also be categorized into the top- down, memory-dependent visual distraction [16]. Top-down processing could be defined as the cognitive process in which the sensory information is proceeded by the brain [17]. Thus, during the computer-based goal-directed reaching task using a computer mouse, it possibly induces competition between the specific reaching target and visual distraction (the moving computer cursor) [18]. This visual strategy of changing the visual attentional processes for motor task execution may be the other way to increase the cognitive load. If individuals cannot be able to optimize the visual attentional processes well (i.e., cannot resist the effect of visual distraction), it could deteriorate motor control and performance consequently. Indeed, previous studies have proved that the change of visual selective attentional processes could increase the cognitive load [19-21]. The modification of visual selective attention could occupy more working memory [22]. Therefore, it is highly possible that the effect of errorless motor training on releasing cognitive resources from working memory could interact with the effect of selective visual attentional processes modulation on increasing demand of cognitive resources on the working memory. However, previous studies have not proved how they possibly interacted.
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Abstract

This study aims to investigate the effect of errorless motor training on visuomotor behaviors among older adults. We recruited 29 eligible older adults (Mean age = 71.56 years, SD = 4.43), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, to participate in the study. All participants were trained in the computer-based goal-directed reaching motor task by either errorless motor training, errorful motor training or normal motor training. The specific computer program was written by the Experiment Builder (SR Research, Ontario, Canada) software to control the experimental presentation and to capture the outcome on motor performance. Gaze behaviors were recorded by an EyeLink II desktop mount system (SR Research, Ontario, Canada). It was found that errorful and normal motor training decreased the reaching movement time significantly while errorless motor training had not modified the movement time among older adults in the goal-directed reaching motor task. Also, errorless motor training decreased the reaching distance away from the target (increased movement accuracy) more than normal motor training, while errorful motor training increased the reaching distance. The results indicated that errorless motor training could uniquely improve movement accuracy without modifying movement speed in the goal-directed reaching task. Concerning the gaze behaviors, errorless motor training increased fixation duration on the target together with decreased number of fixation simultaneously, differently from errorful and normal motor training. It suggested that errorless motor training could induce the modification of visual selective attentional processes by increasing fixation duration and decreasing the number of fixations among older adults, which could contribute to focusing more attention on the relevant visual information but neglecting the visual distraction for improving movement accuracy in the goal-directed reaching.

Introduction

Errorless motor training has been employed in different reaching motor tasks [1-4], in which the improvement of motor performance was evidenced. Generally, in errorless motor training, the training would be arranged by increasing the motor task’s difficulty progressively (i.e., from the easy task to difficult task) that attempts to minimize movement errors. The underlying mechanism was found to be related to the nature of errorless motor training in inhibiting the explicit hypothesis-testing processes, due to the mimimized movement errors, so that the working memory would be more available for motor control. More specifically, errorless motor training could reduce the involvement of working memory by minimizing movement errors during training. Therefore, the motor performance could be improved because of less hypothesis-testing [1,5,6]. The reduced cognitive loading on the working memory for motor control could decrease the conscious awareness of explicit knowledge about different movement components during movement execution, and consequently prevent the motor skill breakdown [1,7].

As discussed above, errorless motor training could decrease hypothesis-testing [1] due to its effect of minimizing movement errors with low cognitive loading during movement practice [8,9]. Therefore, errorless learners could practice the motor task with relatively lower cognitive demands. Due to the lower cognitive demands for movement practice, errorless learners are believed to have better ability in integrating sensory information and optimizing the perceptual process [4]. Cognitive resources in the working memory that can be released by the errorless motor training could be utilized to reduce the impact of distraction [7] and aging-related decline of working memory [10].

Visual selective attention on a specific target with consciousness could require high loading on the working memory [11-15]. Comparatively, moving object, such as a moving
In the present study, to the best of our knowledge, we represented the first attempt to employ errorless motor training in the training of computer-based goal-directed reaching motor task by older adults. The visuomotor behaviors (including motor performance and gaze behaviors) were quantified to explore the linkage between the potential benefits of errorless motor training on the modification of visual attentional processes to facilitate movement execution. It was hypothesized that errorless motor training could improve the motor performance and adjust the gaze behaviors in the goal-directed reaching motor task among older adults.

Method

Participants

Twenty-nine right-handed eligible older adults were recruited for the study (Mean age = 71.56 years, SD = 4.43). All participants were randomly allocated to either one of the three training groups, Errorful Motor Training Group (N=10), Errorless Motor Training Group (N=10) and Normal Motor Training Group (N=9). Healthy older adults aged 65 or above with normal or corrected to normal vision and had no history of the retina, cerebral vascular disease, Parkinson’s disease or any other neurological impairment were recruited. All of them completed the Chinese version Mini- Mental State Examination (MMSE-C) and obtained the score of more than 24/30. According to the experimental design, all the older adults had experienced to use a computer with a mouse. They all agreed to participate in the study and signed their written informed consent. The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) at the University of Hong Kong for ethical clearance for research involving human participants (Reference number: EA 1508010).

Material and apparatus setup

Experimental blocks were presented on the 23-inch computer monitor. All participants handled a computer mouse (Wireless Mouse M185, Logitech Co.) during all reaching tasks. The specific computer program was written by the Experiment Builder (SR Research, Ontario, Canada) software to control the stimulus presentation and response recording. The outcome on motor performance in the computer-based goal-directed reaching motor task was also recorded by this computer program.

Right eye movement was recorded by an EyeLink II desktop mount system (SR Research, Ontario, Canada) at a sampling rate of 500 Hz for the eye. The experimental task’s instructions were displayed in full-screen with a resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels on a 23inch computer monitor. The distance between the monitor and the participants was kept at 70cm from the participants’ center of his/her sternum. Eye tracker was calibrated using the Eyelink II software. It was calibrated using 9 points: one at the screen center position, four at the corners position and four at the mid-points of the four sides of the screen. Mean difference between calibration and validation measurement was kept below 1.5°. The calibration was verified before each session and recalibrated if needed.

Stimuli and procedure

The computer-based goal-directed reaching motor task required the participants to use the computer mouse (Wireless Mouse M185, Logitech Co.) with a cursor on the screen to reach to the specific target on the computer screen. The target size was changed progressively in the training phase, differently by various motor training methods (i.e., errorful, errorless or normal motor training), and all participants were asked to reach (move the cursor) to the specific target as quick and as accurate as possible. Based on the Fitts’s law, as all participants were requested to reach as quick and as accurate as possible, it was assumed that the smaller the target size participant needed to reach to, the more difficult the reaching motor task was [23-25].

Participants were provided with visual feedback during the motor task, which meant they could see the reaching target and the hand-controlled mouse cursor in the 23-inch computer monitor throughout the whole reaching trials. Participants controlled the computer mouse (Wireless Mouse M185, Logitech Co.) with their right hand in a cover box. By this arrangement, participants could not be able to see his/her hand-controlled computer mouse and therefore it could avoid them from getting visually distracted by their hand position (Figure 1). The entire reaching motor task was arranged as follows (Figure 2): A trial began with drift calibration fixation in the center on a white background. This display followed by a new stimulus array consisting of mouse-controlled cursor “x" in black, starting position with a square in white and a target circle in red. The starting position was in the center of the screen (512,384). The target appeared in a randomly selected direction. Participants were required to control the mouse cursor and moved it to the target center as quick and as accurate as possible. When they reached the target center, they should click the left button of the mouse so that the click position would be the end position for the mouse-controlled cursor.

Participants were required to complete three experimental phases in order, 20-trial pre- test, 5°20-trial training phase, and 20-trial post-test. All participants were provided a rest for 30 seconds between two experimental phases. Before the formal experimental trials, participants were required to have 20 practice trials to ensure that they could understand the experimental task. The target radius (target size) for reaching was 80 pixels in the pre-test and post-test. 80 pixels were equivalent to a screen distance of 2.117cm as the target radius. The target radius (target size) was changed progressively during the training phase (e.g., 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 pixels). In the Errorful Motor...
Training Group, the target radius (target size) was changed from small to large target size (i.e., 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 pixels) in five blocks every 20 trials. In the Errorless Motor Training Group, the target radius (target size) was changed from large to small target size (i.e., 80, 70, 60, 50, 40 pixels) in the five blocks every 20 trials. In the Normal Motor Training Group, the target radius (target size) was changed from 40 to 80 pixels randomly in the five blocks every 20 trials. The target positions of all groups were randomly selected for each trial within one block.

**Results**

A series of 3x2 training methods (Errorful Motor Training, Errorless Motor Training, Normal Motor Training) x test modes (Pre-test, Post-test) Analysis of Variances (ANOVAs) with repeated measures were used to examine the differences among the three training methods in two different test modes for different main outcome measures of motor performance and gaze behaviors. More specifically, we aimed to evaluate the training effectiveness of different motor training methods in the computer-based goal-directed reaching motor task.

**Motor performance**

Movement time. Movement time refers to the time (in millisecond) used from a reaching movement onset to termination at the target (mouse clicking position). Shorter movement time after training indicated the faster act or process of movements resulting from training. The main effect of training methods (Errorful Motor Training, Errorless Motor Training, Normal Motor Training) was significant (F (2, 537) = 4.308, p=0.014, ηp 2=0.016). Also, the main effect of test modes (Pre-test, Post-test) was significant (F (2, 537) = 4.308, p=0.014, ηp 2=0.016). In addition, there was a significant interaction between training methods and test modes (F (2, 537) = 10.544, p<0.001, ηp 2=0.062). In addition, there was a significant interaction between training methods and test modes (F (2, 537) = 10.544, p<0.001, ηp 2=0.062). The Bonferroni post hoc tests with pairwise and between-group comparisons showed that errorful trainees (p=0.005) increased movement time from the target while errorless (p<0.001) and normal (p=0.005) trainees decreased the distance away from the target significantly when compared between the pretest and posttest. Errorless trainees conduct shorter distance than errorful (p<0.001) and normal (p=0.005) trainees, and normal trainees conducted shorter distance than errorful trainees (p<0.001) in the posttest. Therefore, errorless trainees conducted the reaching with the shortest distance away from the target while errorful trainees conducted the reaching with the longest distance away from the target in the posttest (Figure 4).

**Gaze behaviors**

Fixation duration. Fixation duration (in millisecond) was defined as the amount of time of each fixation, and the fixation has to be longer than 200 milliseconds and shorter than 2000 milliseconds [26]. Longer fixation duration on the reaching target indicated more attention was focused on the target. The main effect of training methods (Errorful Motor Training, Errorless Motor Training, Normal Motor Training) was significant (F (2, 537) = 182.467, p<0.001, ηp 2=0.865). Also, the main effect of test modes (Pre-test, Post-test) was significant (F (2, 537) = 65.727, p<0.001, ηp 2=0.536). In addition, there was a significant interaction between training methods and test modes (F (2, 537) = 182.467, p<0.001, ηp 2=0.865). Also, the main effect of test modes (Pre-test, Post-test) was significant (F (2, 537) = 65.727, p<0.001, ηp 2=0.536). The Bonferroni post hoc tests with pairwise comparisons indicated participants significantly decreased movement time after taking errorful (p<0.001) and normal (p=0.048) motor training when compared between the pretest and posttest. Errorful trainees conduct the reaching with significantly shorter movement time than errorless (p<0.001) and normal (p=0.005) in the posttest (Figure 3).
and between-group comparisons indicated that older adults increased fixation duration after errorless motor training (p<0.001) significantly, while errorful (p<0.001) and normal (p=0.001) trainees decreased fixation duration when compared between the pre-test and post-test. Errorless trainers conducted significantly longer fixation duration on the target than errorful (p<0.001) and normal (p=0.001) trainees in the post-test (Figure 5).

Fixation count. Fixation count was defined as the frequency that the visual gaze had fixated on the specific location throughout one trial. The more fixations were conducted, the more active searching activities were carried out [27]. The main effect of training methods (Errorful Motor Training, Errorless Motor Training, Normal Motor Training) was significant (F (2, 57) = 12.824, p < 0.001, ηp 2=0.410). Also, the main effect of test modes (Pre-test, Post-test) was significant (F (1, 57) = 39.628, p<.001, ηp 2=0.410). In addition, there was a significant interaction between training methods and test modes (F (2, 57) = 4.508, p=0.015, ηp 2=.137). The Bonferroni post hoc tests with pairwise and between-group comparisons indicated that the errorful (p<0.001) and errorless (p=0.005) motor training decreased the number of fixations when compared between the pretest and posttest (Figure 6).

Discussion

This study aims to explore whether errorless motor training could modify visuomotor behaviors in the goal-directed reaching among older adults. It was hypothesized that errorless motor training could improve the motor performance and adjust the gaze behaviors in the goal-directed reaching motor task among older adults.

Errorful and normal motor training decreased movement time significantly among older adults in this goal-directed reaching motor task while errorless motor training had not modified the reaching movement time after training. In addition, errorless motor training decreased the reaching distance away from the target (increased movement accuracy) more than normal motor training, while errorful motor training increased the reaching distance.

In the training phase of errorless motor training, trainees were induced to minimize the movement errors due to arrangement of the motor task’s difficulty from easy to difficult progressively, which could prevent hypothesis-testing [1,9,28]. This specific training arrangement by errorless motor training could improve movement accuracy without involving much working memory loading due to less hypothesis-testing [1]. However, in the training phase, errorful trainees started the training with the highest difficulty (i.e., the smallest target size) which could induce more movement errors. As training continued, errorful trainees were induced to repeat the process of making movement errors and then correcting it by hypothesis-testing due to the arrangement of the task difficulty. This hypothesis-testing processes could reinforce the explicit knowledge of movement speed and accuracy by consciously realizing errors-made during movement execution [1,28]. Unfortunately, movement accuracy could be deteriorated by the increasing working memory demand due to the hypothesis-testing processes [1]. As a result, the effect of speed and accuracy trade-off by increasing movement speed with decreasing movement accuracy might happen. Therefore, in our study, errorful trainees increased the reaching movement speed but with decreased movement accuracy in the goal-directed reaching motor task after training.

In the goal-directed reaching task, trainees controlled the moving computer mouse cursor and reached to one specific target. The action of aiming and locating the expected target was guided by the top-down modulated visual attention [15]. Furthermore, the computer mouse cursor could act as a moving hand-control object and could be regarded as a distractor. It could distract the attention from the target in the goal-directed reaching task [16]. In the goal-directed motor task, participants with errorless motor training could selectively ignore the visual distraction but focus on the task-relevant information [29]. It could reduce the competitive relationship on top-down modulation attentional distribution between the target and mouse moving cursor [18] as this competitive activity in the visual selective attentional

![Figure 4. Distance away from target in pre- and post-test among three training methods (mean with standard deviation); # represents difference between pre- and post-test is significant (p<.05), ** represents difference between training methods is significant (p<.001)](image)
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processes may increase cognitive load on the working memory [15,22,30].

Eye movement unconsciously changes according to the demands of attention during the visual activity [31]. The amount of attention could be assessed by measuring fixation duration [32,33], which is also used to be an index of online cognitive processing [34]. The overall number of fixations in one trial (fixation count) is thought to be correlated with search efficiency negatively. More fixations on the specific target indicated less efficient to search potential target resulting from a poor arrangement of stimuli components [35]. In our study, errorless motor training increased fixation duration on the reaching target significantly, differently from errorful and normal motor training. Also, errorful and errorless motor training decreased the number of fixations significantly. This results indicated that errorless motor training could distinctively increase the fixation duration together with decreasing fixation count on the reaching target simultaneously. It implies that errorless trainees concentrated more on the target with effective visual searching during the goal-directed reaching. It was speculated that errorless motor training was more likely to facilitate trainees to conduct visual selective attention on target rather than the moving cursor. Therefore, errorless motor training was believed to be able to modulate visual selective attentional processes which could contribute to concentrating more attentional focus on the relevant visual information but neglecting the irrelevant visual distraction during goal-directed reaching.

Motor control may become ineffective among the ageing population in both peripheral and central nervous system, which leads to many motor problems [36]. Due to the low working efficiency of the muscles and bones in the motor system among older adults, the process of movement execution may become slow and unstable [37]. Older adults may have problems in daily life because of the ageing-related motor problem (e.g., reduced movement speed, increased movement variability, and instability) [38], decreased directional sensitivity of balance [39], decreased muscle strength [40], and coordination difficulties between motor and different sensory systems [41]. Ageing problems are more likely to affect older adults in deteriorating movement control due to ageing and poor visuomotor coordination. Visuomotor adaptation has been reported to be one of the most effective methods to make individuals modulate coordination of motor and visual systems to compensate for visuomotor coordination difficulties [42]. Therefore, errorless motor training, which aimed to prevent the accumulation of explicit knowledge during movement execution, could be regarded as a potential training method to obtain motor benefit through visuomotor adaptation and be more effective among older adults. Errorless motor training could indeed be considered as one of the rehabilitative approaches for visuomotor rehabilitation in the aging population.

Conclusion

Errorful and normal motor training decreased the reaching movement time significantly while errorless motor training had not modified the movement time among older adults in the goal-directed reaching motor task of our present study. Errorless motor training decreased the reaching distance away from the target (increased movement accuracy) more than normal motor training, while errorful motor training increased the reaching distance. The result suggested that errorless motor training could uniquely improve movement accuracy without modifying movement speed, differently from errorful and normal motor training. Also, errorless motor training increased fixation duration on the target together with decreased the number of fixations significantly, differently from errorful and normal motor training. This result suggested that errorless motor training could induce the modification of visual selective attentional processes by increasing fixation duration and decreasing the number of fixations among older adults, which could contribute to concentrating more on the relevant visual information but neglecting the visual distraction for motor control. Further research could be considered to investigate the effect of errorless motor training in different motor tasks, especially the complicated motor tasks which rely heavily on the working memory capacity.
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